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Abstract—This brief explains why the coupling between
crossed interconnect structure and straight I-lines of printed
circuit board (PCB) presents bandpass (BP) negative group
delay (NGD) behavior. The NGD effect is investigated with
crossed resonator innovative microstrip equivalent topology. As
proof of concept (POC), the influences of crossed resonator cir-
cuit physical variables on the BP-NGD behavior are illustrated
by parametric study. The cross-coupled microstrip circuit POC
BP-NGD responses is validated with quad-band NGD behavior.
A very good agreement between calculations, simulations and
experimentations state results of NGD center frequency-NGD
value, (1.541-GHz, −1.84-ns), (2.397-GHz, −1.6-ns), (3.379-GHz,
−1.38-ns), and (4.164-GHz, −0.91-ns) representing the 1st, 2nd,
3rd and 4th NGD band, respectively. The studied design has
notable advantages in term of NGD application integration in
the multi-band transceiver system simplicity and size reduction.

Index Terms—Design method, negative group delay (NGD),
bandpass NGD topology, crossed resonator interconnect struc-
ture, quad-band (4B) NGD microstrip circuit.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT studies [1]–[10] state that negative group
delay (NGD) circuits are potentially useful to improve

electronic and communication component performances.
A broadband switch-less bi-directional amplifier was designed
with NGD matching circuits [3]. Compensation [4]–[6] and
equalization [7]–[8] techniques using NGD circuit were
proposed. The NGD equalization extension enables to
develop resonance reduction technique [9]. Innovative neg-
ative capacitance using a passive non-Foster NGD circuit
was introduced [10]. Despite tentative applications, compared
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to classical communication engineering function, the NGD
design engineering remains so far, an unfamiliar concept for
electronic engineers. Therefore, further didactical research
work on NGD effect familiarization and circuit engineer-
ing is necessary. Indeed, the NGD effect was inspired from
negative group velocity media [11] which leads to the elabo-
ration of typical absorptive resonant NGD circuit [12]–[13].
The NGD signature in time-domain can be identified by
the possibility to propagate smooth signal in time-advance
without violating the causality [13]–[15]. Since the last two
decades, some research works about the NGD circuit topol-
ogy exploration and designing low loss and compact NGD
topologies were performed [16]–[17]. As results, it was found
out that there are diverse topologies [11]–[17] of NGD cir-
cuits. For the better familiarization about the NGD circuit
engineering, a fundamental NGD circuit theory inspired from
filter one was initiated [18]. The concept of bandpass (BP)
type NGD circuit is the most developed ones in the area
of microwave design engineering [11]–[13],[16]–[24]. One of
BP-NGD topology best trade off in terms of NGD spec-
ifications (value, center frequency, bandwidth (BW), loss
and matching) can be achieved with microstrip coupled
lines (CLs) [19]–[24]. Remarkable research work on CL-based
BP-NGD design including dual-band circuits [22]–[24] was
performed few years ago. However, few research works were
made on multiband ones which is particularly interesting for
wireless application [1]–[2]. The present work novelty is on
the quad-band (4B) BP-NGD design and experimentation of
crossed resonator interconnect line (IL) structure.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE 4B-NGD CIRCUIT WITH

CROSSED RESONATOR INTERCONNECT STRUCTURE

The present section describes the 4B-NGD design method
of the cross resonator based microstrip circuit under study.

A. Topological Investigation

The 4B-NGD distributed topology is comprised
of interconnect CL combined to resonator structure.
Fig. 1(a) depicts the two-port passive topology. The cross
resonator consists of a common uniform impedance res-
onator (UIR) with physical parameters l3, l4 and l7. The
short- l5 and open-end transmission lines (TLs) l6 are con-
nected in parallel on the UIR. θ is the length of the coupler
or the transmission, and “g” is the coupler gap. A portion of
UIR(l3) is coupled to IL length L. Fig. 1(b) shows the crossed
resonator coupled to IL L forms a two-wire CL structure
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